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Full Speed Ahead, Sharp Right Turn
Upcoming events with
Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe, and
live Adamus channels.
For more information go to:
www.crimsoncircle.com/events

EVENTS
NO Monthly Meeting - September
Golden, United States
September 1, 2012
Shaumbra New Energy Conference
September 7 - 9, 2012
Vienna, Austria
New Energy Mystery School - SOLD OUT!
September 13-16, 2012
Rust, Austria
Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Golden, United States
October 6, 2012
Channeling Workshop
October 13-15, 2012
Tokyo, Japan
Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Golden, United States
November 3, 2012

By Geoffrey Hoppe

At the recent Essence Experience workshop in Breckenridge, Colorado,
someone joked that, “Adamus’ work is like a freight train going at full speed,
and then it suddenly makes a sharp right turn.”
I tend to agree with the statement, and I don’t take it negatively. This IS what
Adamus does. He is taking us at lightning speed into a new consciousness
because we asked for it. Unlike our dear friend Tobias, Adamus doesn’t spend
precious time on mental/emotional processing or getting caught up in victim
energies. He’s here to work with those who want to realize their enlightenment
in this lifetime, with no compromises.
Have you noticed how there are so few audience questions these days?
Tobias used to spend an hour or more at each monthly Shoud answering
questions but now, even when Adamus takes questions, there are much fewer
and they are far more relevant. I think we’ve all gone beyond wanting to know
“Where should I live?” (it doesn’t matter), “What’s my passion?” (life), “How’s
my dead grandmother doing on the other side?” (she’s busy, stop calling), and
“When will I find a loving partner?” (when you love yourself).
Adamus challenges us not to get stuck in the incidental issues of life. At
times he is brash and some have accused him of being indifferent. But I’ve
learned that Adamus actually has tremendous compassion. He’ll push us past
our day-to-day hang-ups so that we can stay clear about enlightenment. We’re
not here to make a nice, comfy human life. We’re here for living ascension.
In this state of grace, the ordinary human issues of health, abundance and
relationships tend to work themselves out, or at least they become rather

Crimson Circle Monthly Meeting
Golden, United States
December 1, 2012
12-12-12 Beyond the Prophecies
December 9-12, 2012
Scottsdale, AZ, USA
Egypt 2013
February 9-21, 2013
Cairo, Egypt
Continued next page

Click for more information on Events
Back to Index
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Full Speed Ahead, Sharp Right Turn– Continued

insignificant compared to living as an enlightened
being on this planet.

in consciousness. Yesterday’s reality is no longer the
foundation for today. Life IS changing.

So here you are, rolling down the tracks of
enlightenment like a freight train with an open throttle.
Suddenly there is a sharp right turn immediately in
front of you. What to do? Panic? Curse Adamus?
Slam on the brakes? Or close your eyes and scream
out “Oh S---!”?

“But, but, but…” I can already hear you saying.
“But what will happen to my ____________ (fill in the
blank)?” What will happen to your job, your children,
your good looks, your identity? Adamus will tell you
(as he has told me) that these are makyo distractions.
In other words, we use these things as excuses for
not opening the ascension throttle. The fact is that
perhaps these things could get better as an embodied
Master! Or maybe they will be replaced by something
more appropriate to your new consciousness.

How about… Taking a quick deep breath and letting
yourself go quantum? The sharp right turn represents
getting off the old linear path. Surely you are capable
of a little ol’ sharp right turn? It wouldn’t be there if you
weren’t ready for it. But I can tell you from personal
experience that it’s absolutely frightening. Every old
energy human reflex comes up. “Why me?” “I’m going
to crash!” “I shouldn’t have gone so fast.” “I’m going
to loose everything!” Trust me, it will ALL come up like
a very surreal, slow motion movie.
I had a dream the other night with the same theme.
I was driving very fast downhill. At the bottom of the
hill was a lake, and of course the symbolic sharp right
turn. I couldn’t maneuver the turn and found myself
sailing through the air into the lake. In the dream I
was driving my previous car, not the vehicle
I currently own. I easily got out of the
car as it sank, chuckled a little about
my circumstances, and started
walking down the road. What the
dream told me was that the old
car represented many of my
old ways, and even though it
appeared that I lost control
there really was no damage. I
could set off on my new path
without the old energies.
I don’t think any of us
want to plod or plan our way
into the new consciousness.
I don’t even think we can get
into the new consciousness
by taking small steps because
we’ll get trapped in our own
minds. We’ve all asked for huge
shifts, and that’s exactly what we
getting. We’re taking quantum leaps

Our bodies are changing, our sleep patterns are
different, how we think is not the same, and how we
manage energies is being adjusted. We’re literally
renewing ourselves from within the old reality much
like the caterpillar transforms from within the chrysalis.
The freight train is racing down the tracks at full
speed and about to make a sharp right turn… but it’s
designed to do it in grace if you allow it. And remember,
a butterfly handles a sharp right turn way better than a
caterpillar.

The Art of Being in Receivership
By Robert Theiss

a landmark for all of life to follow. It is a choice that
honors the sacredness of life from the perspective
or overview of an eagle. Your freedom will serve
and inspire others in the same manner that
the angelic realm inspires you.

How does it feel to be truly sovereign? If we
use our past as a reference, we can highlight
various moments in history that serve as a
milestone for achieving a sense of freedom. But
despite all the battles that have been fought in
the name of freedom, the family of humanity is still
trapped by their own past.
We live in a time that offers such a unique
and profound opportunity to receive, embody and
integrate a new sovereign relationship with all of life.
We have discovered that our personal and collective
story isn’t capable of granting us the freedom we now
desire, which is to embody a conscious relationship with
Spirit in our mind, body and soul. Many have spoken of
this profound state of being but few have manifested it. Is
it your passion to truly live your life as a sovereign being?
Such a choice will ask of you to stop tormenting your
mind with such a grand responsibility. The human mind is
conditioned by your past; it hasn’t a clue how to embody
the presence of Spirit. It draws from your past history as
a reference for sustaining your known reality. Perhaps the
price feels too high when it comes to a soul-filled freedom.
Our magnificent soul nature is not interested in creating
safe parameters; it already feels safe within this boundless
universe. It will not endure boring occupations that leave
you feeling uninspired in the name of security. It has no
interest in maintaining personal relationships that have no
passion for living. Spirit will honor whatever choice you
make but if that choice is to include the presence of your
soul, you must be willing to embrace a love for life were
boundaries don’t exist. This is a very bold choice!
Our true freedom exists from the inside out. It will
shed a new light on a variety of connections we have
with the world around us that diminish our relationship
with our soul. These might include our children, partners,
jobs, friends, co-workers and our community at large. I
know a lot of us have practiced cutting our horizontal
connections that feed on the energies of life around us.
But I find in my own service that the majority of people
truly don’t want to sever these connections if it makes
their loved ones feel rejected or abandoned. They prefer
to create an improved version of duality to make life feel
more tolerable for everyone. This brings us back to the
same question; do you really want your freedom? If your
answer is “Yes,” it’s time to stop feeling responsible for
how others feel. The choice to be sovereign serves as

Since 1998, my passion for life
embraced a conscious relationship
with Archangel Michael. He
didn’t come into my life
because I had
perfected
a
meditation
practice
or
resolved all
of my inner
conflicts. He came
into my life simply because I said yes to the invitation.
Within a dualistic system, my conditioned human nature
acts like a magnet, naturally rejecting the unlimited
presence of Spirit as an opposite to itself. My human
nature appears to be below my soul, while a ladder
that represents a variety of hierarchies and dimensions
connects it. With great effort, I must climb that ladder
in order to reconnect with my soul. However, within a
unified field of consciousness, receiving the presence
of my own soul nature is as easy as opening a door.
Michael likes to use a doorway as an example for the
mind to help it stay focused. You have a choice in your
relationship with Spirit to experience your life alone or
with your soul. The doorway to your bathroom, kitchen
or living room represents an opportunity to take a deep
breath, connect with your feelings and simply allow the
presence of your soul to dance with you. The doorways to
your car, shopping center and workplace offer the same
opportunity. The art of being in receivership will create a
major shift in your life that will allow you to experience
how life wants to serve YOU!
Over the last 14 years, Michael’s message has been
very consistent. Earth is not a penal colony for the misfits
of this universe. Human beings represent the pinnacle
of creation. Our soul boldly incarnates into this physical
reality as an opportunity to unite Spirit with matter by
reclaiming our own sovereign nature. Michael insists
that such a freedom doesn’t truly exist within a polarized,
dualistic system of reality. Our true nature embraces
the consciousness of Spirit within a unified field of

Back to Index
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consciousness. The second coming of the Christ represents an opportunity
to embody Christ consciousness by perceiving opposites as being unique
reflections of Spirit.

SHOUD 12
RECAP
VIDEO
“Crossing the Atlantean Line”

During the last several years, Michael has offered to “lay his sword down”
in service to our sovereign nature. No more battles, confrontations or pursuits
in the name of freedom. Reclaiming such a freedom will ask of us to get very
comfortable with what can appear to be a defenseless, vulnerable and passive
state of being. It will ask of our human nature to trust in life by lowering the
shields, dropping all the armor so that we can finally receive our birthright.
Such a gift is waiting for us the next time we open a door – any door!
All my blessings,
Robert Theiss
Robert Theiss was a guest channeler at the recent August 2012 Shoud, where Archangel Michael
joined Adamus Saint-Germain, channeled by Geoffrey Hoppe. The same day he also presented a
beautiful “speaker stand” to Adamus. For more information about Robert’s work, please visit www.
ancientwings.com or http://www.falcon-designs.blogspot.com

Adamus' New Lectern

Click here to enjoy the recap
video for the August Shoud with
Adamus, titled
“Crossing the Atlantean Line.”

Adamus talks about going
beyond old Atlantean issues and
limitations into true freedom.

With special guest
Archangel Michael channeled by
Robert Theiss!

Click here to watch the recap video
Click here to read, watch or listen
to the entire Shoud

At the June Shoud Adamus took a liking to the music stand being used by
the performers. He put out the suggestion that he would like an elegant lectern
for future Shouds and, being the Master that he is, the energies soon came
in the serve him. Within two days we received an email from Robert Theiss,
of North Plains, Oregon saying that he would build a new lectern for Adamus.
Robert is a long-time Shaumbra, a master furniture maker whose work has
been featured in many publications and art galleries, and also a channeler for
Archangel Michael.
We reviewed some designs with Robert and then he went to work creating
Adamus’ new lectern. A few weeks later he and his wife Koko drove from
Oregon to Coal Creek Canyon to present the lectern during the August 4
Shoud. Later, Adamus invited Robert to channel
Archangel Michael and answer audience questions.
His style is similar to Adamus, with open eyes and
walking around the room, and the messages of the
two entities are very compatible.
It was obvious that Adamus liked his new lectern!
He stood behind it like a proud professor, leaning into
it during his presentation, and admiring the beauty
of the craftsmanship and fine woods. Then he said
that the lectern wasn’t just for him. It was for all of
Shaumbra, standing as a symbol of our own wisdom,
of everything we’ve learned, and of speaking in our
own voice as spiritual teachers.
A special thanks to Robert Theiss for creating this
beautiful lectern for Adamus and the Crimson Circle!
Find out more about Robert’s work with Archangel
Michael at Ancient Wings. Discover his beautiful and
high quality creations in wood at Falcon Designs.
Back to Index
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SEPTEMBER 7 - 9, 2012
MARISA
CALVI

FREDA
GOODLET

3 AMAZING DAYS OF CHANNELING
MUSIC & CELEBRATION FOR A MERABH™
YOU’LL NEVER FORGET!
Merabh™ – (n) A non-linear and non-mental energy movement that combines words,
music and perhaps physical movement to create a quantum consciousness change.
LEE
HARRIS

GÜNTHER
SCHERMANN

CLICK HERE for more information
What will it be like to bring together heaven and earth, light and dark, masculine
and feminine, old and new Earths for a quantum consciousness change? Come
find out during this amazing three-day merabh, guided by Adamus, Kuthumi and
many others.

HANNIBAL
MEANS

BAHAR
YILMAZ

Join more than 300 Shaumbra from around the world as we gather to celebrate
life, the New Energy and the journey we share at this year’s New Energy
Conference, to be held near beautiful Vienna, Austria.
The three-day event will be filled with channeled messages from Adamus,
Kuthumi, the Archangels and Ascended Masters, presentations from leading
spiritual explorers, plus lots and lots of music throughout the day and night, and
the love and camaraderie of Shaumbra.

GARRET ANNOFSKY
NORMA DELANEY

EINAT
GILBOA

GERHARD
FANKHAUSER

AMIR
YA’ACOBY

This year we will use a sacred combination of channeling and music to allow a
deep integration of the energies into the Body of Consciousness. Live music will
be a part of each channeled presentation, helping the energies rise and continue
flowing long after the words have been spoken.
Since 2002, the Shaumbra New Energy Conference has been a place of
birthing new ideas, innovative channelings, deep integration, rekindling beautiful
lifetimes-long friendships, and tremendous shifts in energy and consciousness.
This very special 2012 gathering in Vienna will be a one-of-a-kind event, an
amazing melding of human and divine, earthly and celestial angels, and of
bringing new energy to Earth. You don’t want to miss it!
Back to Index

HARMONY
INTEGRATION
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The line-up for the 2012 Vienna conference includes:

CHANNELING

• The Archangels and Ascended Masters through Jim Self*
• Adamus Saint-Germain through Geoffrey Hoppe
• Kuthumi through Geoffrey Hoppe
• Zachary and Zapharia through Lee Harris
• Kuthumi through Marisa Calvi
• Angels, Masters and Elohim through Bahar Yilmaz

PRESENTATIONS

With Gerhard Fankhauser & Einat Gilboa

As an additional program to the ‘Mid Summer
Conference’ 2012 in Vienna Gerhard &
Einat will guide you on a one- day journey of
healing and integration through music. In the
process of this workshop you will experience
the profound impact of their music on body,
mind and soul.
September 10: 10:00 - 17:00
Price: $ 120 USD (or € 100 at the Yoham desk)
www.healingworldmusic.com
Visit Yoham on Facebook

VOICES WITHIN
THE VOICE

• Norma Delaney and Garret Annofsky, www.compassionatebreath.net/
• Wulfing von Rohr, author and co-author of over 90 spiritual books
• Dipl. Ing. Günther Schermann, foremost crop circle expert, www.kornkreiswelt.at

MUSIC

• Yoham – Gerhard Fankhauser, Einat Gilboa and Amir Ya’acoby
• Hannibal Means & The Soul Voices
• Lee Harris
• Freda Goodlet

* Special note: Jim Self will conduct 3-4 online classes prior to the
Vienna Midsummer Conference for all registered attendees in
order to tune-up the group prior to his presentations. This is a
free service to attendees from Jim Self.
CLICK HERE for more information about dates, costs, lodging and schedules.
NOTE: There will be no live webcast of this event.

A vocal workshop with Hannibal Means
As an additional program to the ‘Mid Summer
Conference’ 2012 in Vienna Hannibal Means
will offer his fabulous voice experience.
September 10: 17:00 - 21:00
Price: € 100
Please contact Hannibal to register
hannibal_means@yahoo.com
43 650 680 40 35
www.hannibalmeans.com
Back to Index
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Merabh™:
A Graceful
Shift
Available by September 1st

NEW!
FROM LEE HARRIS
“I have channeled publicly for 8
years now, and last month, we
released my first book of channeled
material, Energy Speaks. Creating
the book was an interesting process,
particularly trying to choose 8
channels from over 70 recordings
on various topics. But of course, you
just follow your instinct and choose
what feels right, so that’s what the
editing team and I did.
This collection of channels from
Zachary, Ziadora and Zapharia
includes:
• The Power of Women
• The Power of Men
• The Mastery of Sleep
• Abundance
• You are Love
• Relationships
• Family Peace
• The Heart of Humanity
At the close of each chapter we have
extracted the exercises, and there are
beautiful mandala’s throughout from
Dana Weekley at www.ninetomatoes.com.
Daily quotes, including several from
the book, are available on Lee's
facebook page.
You can find Energy Speaks at Amazon.

Adamus
Saint-Germain
introduced “merabhs” at the
DreamWalker Life School in
Frankfurt in December 2011. He
said that a merabh, based on an
ancient Lemurian concept, is an
opportunity for a graceful shift in
consciousness. A merabh does
not require force, exertion of
energy, or mental effort. There
is the underlying assumption that you are ready for the shift, and that by taking a
few minutes in the state of acceptance the shift will begin.
In Frankfurt, Adamus asked Yoham, the musical group from Israel & Austria,
to play background music during the merabh to help create the safe space
for the shifts to take place. The combination of Adamus’ gentle guidance
and Yoham’s intuitive music was brilliant, and the new Shaumbra merabh
was birthed. Adamus offered more merabhs with live Yoham music at the
DreamWalker Life Schools in Amsterdam (April), Romania (May) and Colorado
(July). In the post-conference surveys sent in by attendees, the merabhs were
listed as one of their favorite parts of the DreamWalker Life experience.
This summer while Yoham was in Colorado, they went into the recording
studio with Adamus and created six beautiful merabhs. You can sample the
merabhs in the Crimson Circle store, and purchase each recording separately
for $12. You can download the Merabh Introduction with Adamus free of charge.
Titles now available are:
• Introduction to Merabhs

• Life

• Beyond Ancestral Biology

• Distillation

• Past Lives

• Enlightenment

• Death
The merabhs should be experienced in a quiet, relaxing environment
where you can allow the consciousness shift to take place. We recommend
experiencing only one merabh at a time, and not doing more than one per
day. The merabh experience is subtle and profound, and a great way of going
beyond the mind.
These new merabhs will be available in the Crimson Circle Store on or
before September 1, 2012.

Website: www.leeharrisenergy.com
Back to Index
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Confessions of a Tweeter
By Marisa Calvi

Social media really snuck up on me. I will be honest
and say I didn’t ‘get’ Facebook for almost six months after
signing up. The first time I went onto Twitter I thought I
was reading a foreign language. But we feel into things
and we adapt and suddenly something we lived without
for years becomes a natural part of our lives. Remember
when the first Saturday of the month was like all the rest?

It isn’t just about promoting the teachings and it certainly
isn’t about ‘recruiting’. It is just a great way to share who you
are! These quotes from the Shouds are what we’re all basing
our life on now in the new energy. Sharing and retweeting
can be another way to teach and radiate your presence.
There’s also been another wonderful by-product of
this for me personally. Last year I wrote an article about
the Beauty of Reflection, based on my experience with
revisiting the Creator Series. I shared how amazing it was
to revisit Shouds with a new awareness and clarity. This
past eighteen months of finding quotes has meant I have
read every channel in the library. Yep, all twelve years of
monthly channels.

I had become completely comfortable with Facebook
and loved all the connections I was making with Shaumbra
all over the world. So I decided to head on over and see
what all the fuss was about with Twitter. This took even
more getting used to as the dynamic is completely different
to Facebook. It is not as ‘social’ and is more about what
you want to say, or about reading what others say. There
In doing so I have had the fun of finding when Tobias
just wasn’t the same sense of connection that you have first told us about the short wall, relived when Adamus
with your ‘friends’ on Facebook.
first dropped in and scared most of us, and have been
I dived in anyway, starting to follow people I knew, reminded of Kuthumi’s worst jokes. Most days I would
like local writers, then picking up on their suggestions eerily read something which resonated perfectly with
regarding who else to follow. As I was finding people to what I was moving through that day. What has been most
follow I noticed that Crimson Circle had an account but it significant is that, once again, I deepened my connection
was pretty quiet. With a new found sense of what Twitter with our teachings.
was all about I wrote to Geoff and Linda, volunteering to
Our channel library is an amazing resource that we are
be the CC Tweeter!
so blessed to have. I am so honoured that I am helping
I love that I am helping shaumbra and our teachings it expand now into the new world of social media.....and
have a presence here. Most days I “tweet” a Shoud with hopefully inspiring a few of you to revisit this incredible
links back to the original complete Shoud in the online treasure trove.
library. We are also using the Twitter feed to promote
I like it.
events and products.
While Shaumbra have taken to Facebook like
‘Shaumbra on a buffet’, we really haven’t done so yet on
Twitter. So I love that most people who come across us
on Twitter aren’t Shaumbra and will see something new
that possibly challenges their beliefs and invites them to
explore more.
On Facebook, I post a larger quote and love it when
someone responds with “That’s just the reminder I needed
today!” As well as ‘liking’ the quote a lot of Shaumbra also
‘share’ it, which means that all their friends who are not
linked to our page get to see it too. The Twitter equivalent
is ‘retweeting’. It’s the way you share with your friends or
followers something you find interesting or inspiring, and we
love when Shaumbra (or anyone) does this in social media.

Come and like us on Facebook so our quotes get posted to your
newsfeed https://www.facebook.com/TheCrimsonCircle
Visit and follow us on Twitter for a daily stream of inspiration
https://twitter.com/CrimsonCircle
You can also check out our Twitter feed via the Facebook page –
just click the Twitter icon towards the top of the page.
If anyone wants to get started on Twitter but feels daunted or not
clear on what to do, please feel free to contact me, Marisa.
www.newenergywriting.com mcalvi@ozemail.com.au
Marisa is a certified Crimson Circle teacher, Awakening Zone host,
author, channeler for Kuthumi, and an all-around new energy Standard.
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Coming Home

Visiting Egypt on a sacred tour with Shaumbra is
nothing less than a magical journey through time, space
and dimensions. Even before you land in Cairo, you can
feel the ancient energies calling, as if they already know
you’re coming and are reaching out through echoes of
the past. They beckon you to come home – home to
this ancient Mother-Land, home to your roots, home to
your self.
Once you are there, walking among the sacred walls
and stones that somehow feel alive, looking into the
timeless faces of ones who have tended the land for
millennia, smelling the slightly exotic air, and seeing the
vast expanse of desert right next to the lush blessings
of the Nile, you begin to lose all sense of time. Without
fail there will be a moment where you meet yourself.
Whether in the memory of an old temple ritual, a lifetime
of devotion to the goddess, the poignancy of a long lost
love, or the simplicity of a farmer’s life along the sacred
river, that moment will overwhelm until all you can do is
just stand there and breathe it in. And then, around the
corner, it happens all over again. Accompanied at every
turn by Adamus, Kuthumi, the ancient ones and more, you
will feel the richness of this beautiful place in a way that is
simply beyond words.
At the practical level, every detail is lovingly prepared
ahead of time, from the horse carriages waiting to bring
you to a dawn ceremony with Horus, to the exquisite meals
waiting for you upon return, to the attentive Egyptian staff

February 2013

who take care of every need. The daily adventures are
enhanced by channels with Adamus and Kuthumi, live
music with Yoham, plus fascinating on-site history lessons
from passionate Egyptologist, Hassan Khalil. Dear Hassan
loves to be with Shaumbra because he knows they
understand the deeper levels of his stories.
If you’ve ever considered going to Egypt, now is the
time to give yourself the gift of this incredible and sacred
journey to one of the most mystical places on the planet.
Experience a living book of ancient sites. Mingle with the
divine energies. Laugh and sing into the night while floating
down the Nile River. Climb deep into the pyramids. Tone
with Shaumbra in the magical space of the temples. Ride
a camel. Shop at the markets. It’s all part of an experience
that is truly beyond words.
This five-star tour is hosted by Geoffrey and Linda
Hoppe. Wulfing von Rohr will serve as the tour coordinator,
and Gerhard Fankhauser and Einat Gilboa will provide
sacred music throughout the journey. This is Crimson
Circle’s 4th Egypt tour so the staff is very familiar with all
of the elements that make for an incredible adventure.
Over 70% of the previous attendees rate this as a lifechanging experience.
Click for more information on this journey of lifetime, the
Egypt Adventure.
Click here to see photos from the 2011 Shaumbra Egypt tour.

Shaumbra Events
Online registration is now available for these upcoming events (except for those that are sold out). Go
to www.crimsoncircle.com > Events for more information.

Vienna, Austria • September 7 - 9
The 2012 Shaumbra New Energy Conference comes to
Vienna, one of the most beautiful cities in the world. The lineup includes Adamus Saint-Germain, Jim Self, Kuthumi lal Singh,
Hannibal Means, Yoham, and many more musicians, channelers
and presenters. Register now for this amazing experience!

Tokyo, Japan, October 13 - 16
The popular Channeling Workshop, taught by Geoffrey and
Linda Hoppe, is a practical, hands-on workshop for those who
want to learn how to communicate with Spirit, angels, nature
and even pets.

Scottsdale, Arizona USA • December 9 - 12
Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe of Crimson Circle and Steve and
Barbara Rother of Lightworker collaborate for the first time
in this very special event. Attendees will experience unique,
profound and powerful presentations helping them to become
charged creators walking in divinity, in the new world, beyond
the originally scripted Prophecies.

Cairo, Luxor and more, February 9 - 21, 2013
Join Adamus, Kuthumi, Geoff & Linda, and our amazing
Egyptian crew for a journey of a lifetime. Experience a living
book of ancient sites. Mingle with the divine energies. Laugh
and sing into the night while floating down the Nile River. Climb
deep into the pyramids, and tone in the magical space of the
temples. This sacred Egypt Tour is an experience beyond words.

Back to Index
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Shaumbra Heartbeat
By Jean Tinder, Shaumbra Monthly editor, Advanced Studies Teacher

More of the Same
Do you ever wonder why some people seem to have
all the fun, all the good fortune, and live a charmed life,
while for others, no matter how badly they want their
dreams to manifest, nothing ever really changes? I know
many Shaumbra who are frustrated because things
aren’t flowing in their life, in spite of all their choosing and
imagining and commanding. But actually, life is answering
their true call and manifesting it with precision. You see,
sometimes creation is a challenge because we’ve turned
wisdom into makyo.
How many times have you heard, “I’m choosing
abundance. I’m commanding the energy to serve me. But
when is it going to show up in my life??” It’s a legitimate
question. After all, Tobias declared, “The universe
conspires to fulfill your desires.” Adamus says, “All energy
serves the Master.” Abraham and other teachers say
that it all depends on your vibration. So if I am desiring,
commanding and vibrating with what I want, why doesn’t
it show up? Maybe because creation requires my active
participation. It isn’t enough for me to say, “I want this, I
choose that,” and then sit back and wait for it to show up.
I’ll just get more sitting and waiting because that is how I’m
participating in my life.
People like to talk about the Law of Attraction, believing
that if they send out a clear enough signal everything will
come floating in on a magic carpet. But yet nothing much ever
changes in their lives because that “clear signal” is no more
than a wishful dream. It has
very little impact on reality
because creation energy is
constantly responding to our
Now moment, aligning with
our current state of being,
rather than checking to see
what we’re dreaming for the
future. When I hope for the
best and wait to see what
happens, everything in my
life will also hope and wait.
I have been “selfunemployed” for most of
my adult life, and became

quite accustomed to the constant fear and struggle for
survival, because that's also how I grew up. In fact, I had
actually developed a certain amount of pride in my ability
to triumph against huge odds, and could even create
small miracles when I was desperate. But a few years ago
the glamour of survival started wearing off. There was an
ongoing argument with myself (and others) about whether
considering a “real job” was compromising myself. But, all
spiritual platitudes aside, I realized that it would be a very
tangible gift of love to myself. It was time to take care of
me regardless of what any spook – or human – thought
about how I did it.
It was near the end of the year and I decided to apply
for a waitressing job as soon as the Christmas holiday
was over. It would be fun (because I have fun with life) and
I would finally move some energy by doing something real
instead of just hoping things would work out somehow. The
workshops I dreamed of creating could wait, the sessions
I offered to clients could fit around my work schedule,
and yes, my “free time,” unproductive as it was, would be
substantially less. But I would have money to pay bills, do
things I wanted to do, and get out of my cocoon and into
life. I was ready to take care of me.
Within days of that decision, out of the blue I received
a job offer beyond my wildest dreams – to work for the
Crimson Circle! It was my dream job if ever there was, and
it was obvious that because I finally got my energy moving,
everything around me
changed. I had decided
to actually do something
different, and the universe
(my
Self)
responded
immediately. All those
wonderful concepts about
being
self-unemployed
and self-sufficient and not
compromising are just that
– great concepts. When I
got real about taking care
of myself, everything in my
life readjusted to match.
You see, I can spout
Continued next page
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Shaumbra Heartbeat - continued from previous page

Become a Crimson Circle

T EACHER
Training offered by
Certified Mentor Teachers
TEACHER TRAININGS offered
by our Mentor Teachers in various
languages around the world.

Note: To become a certified Crimson
Circle teacher, applicant must have
completed desired class as well as
Sexual Energies School
DREAMWALKER™ DEATH
TRANSITIONS
TEACHER TRAINING

Bucharest, Romania, September 20 - 23, 2012
Lucieta Gavril and Silvia Marin

ASPECTOLOGY™ SCHOOL
TEACHER TRAINING

Berlin, Germany, September 28-30, 2012
Sandra Heuschmann & Wolfgang Riedl
Medellin, CO, Sep 28-30, 2012
Malu Gaxiola & Raiza Preziuso
Perth, Australia, October 24-26. 2012
Jennifer Grace King & Yvonne Bost (English)

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL

TEACHER TRAINING

Szczecin area, Poland, September 17-20, 2012
Iwona Wirkus

all the enlightened nonsense in the world, but until I actually do something
different, I will keep getting more of the same. It's not about forcing or pushing;
it's about being real and moving energy for myself The universe isn’t going to
drop miracles in my lap just because I dream about them. It responds to what
I’m actually doing, consciously or not. Instead of talking about self-love, if I
actually give myself a tender hug, encouraging words, patience and grace,
I experience love. Instead of waiting for others to help me, if I do whatever it
takes to meet my own needs, the universe matches my support. Instead of
wishing I had more energy, if I start exercising, even a little, it attracts more
energy and I am energized.
Inertia is a powerful force. It keeps you where you are and brings more
of the same into your life because like attracts like. Until YOU actually do
something different, nothing is going to change. But what if the options in front
of you aren’t exactly what you want? Do something anyway!! When you want
to drive west, it’s kind of silly to climb in the car and then do nothing because
it’s facing east! While you wait for things be headed “in the right direction” life
will wait right along with you. Life is self-correcting and you can manifest your
dreams – but only when you’re doing something about them, even if it looks
like you’re going in the opposite direction at first. The artist doesn’t expect his
painting to magically appear out of thin air if he commands it hard enough or
vibrates clear enough. He has to pick up the brush and actually start painting,
and it might take several layers to create what he really wants.
Dear Shaumbra, if you’re happy with how things are in your life, by all means
continue whatever is working for you. But if you wish things were different, stop
wishing and do something! Make a change! Move out of your comfort zone and
into life! If you want abundance, start earning it – for you. If you want a home,
move into it and then see how it works out. If you’re waiting for a change, do
something – anything – different and life will start changing.
I’ve lost track of how many people have said to me “I don’t want to work at
a job. I want to live in my passion and enjoy life and not work for a living.” So
don’t “work for a living.” Instead, support yourself because you love yourself.
If you want something different instead more of the same, get your energy
moving, participate in life, and see what amazing new potentials show up when
you’re no longer waiting for them.

Munich, Germany, September 21-24, 2012
Sandra Heuschmann and Silke Steininger

DREAMWALKER™ BIRTH
TRANSITIONS
TEACHER TRAINING

Lelystad, NL, Oct 4-7, 2012
Kata Szenasi
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To submit your creation for an upcoming issue of Shaumbra Monthly, please click here.
Featured on the August Shaumbra Launch Pad!

Creator – Virgillia Aguirre
Creation – The Experience of Love
In the Experience of Love, Isis, the consciousness of the Divine Feminine, introduces
herself as no longer separate from Adam, the Sacred Masculine; in this union, She is now
our Divine Voice. She comes in to honor Humans and to bring in the good news: we have
completed the cycle of experience of what we are not and are ready to begin to experience
more of what we truly are! However, we need to do some cleaning of the house after all
we have gone through, so She provides some reminders on concepts that might help us to
become more aware of our own divine nature.

To order, send an email to: virgiliaaa@gmail.com
Creator – Janet Hein
Creation – Energy in Motion
I am excited to say that the journey you are about to embark on with me just might open
you to new possibilities and new potentials as you reflect on my inner growth. I have a
strong hunch it may be similar to yours. Similar in the sense that everyone has a story
about their life, and most everyone talks about significant events in their life. That is why I
decided to write part of my story here. You will see many me, myself and I references and
maybe a few you, yours, we and us interlaced. That is my way of inviting you to take this
journey with me.
If you choose to know more about your connection to your Soul, you will find that you are
beginning a New Age, that you can set a new standard and a new normal for yourself. You
will discover enlightened contentment; you will be a Body of Consciousness (mind, body
and soul); you will live your New Passion while experiencing, expanding and expressing.
Living your Passion is Energy in Motion.

Order at: iuniverse.com; barnesandnoble.com

Email: heinjan764@aol.com

Creator – Paula Berndt (AKA PB Morlen)
Creation – Crystal Blue Sky
In PB Morlen's first novel in the "White Bird" series, "Illuminating Crystal," eighteen-yearold Crystal Blue learned her fate, and now, in the second book, she begins the mission she
was born to fulfill.
With her dog, Wyndon, and friend David by her side, she sets out to learn the secrets of
the Oglala Lakota, ultimately strengthening her ghost, healing her past, and cleansing her
spirit with fire and water.
But something happens on an island in the North Pacific, something no one expected: One
of her soldiers has fallen and a sacrifice must now be made.

Website: www.pbmorlen.com Email address: pbmorlen@gmail.com
To order: http://booklocker.com/books/6319.html
Back to Index

AWAKENING ZONE
UPCOMING EPISODES
www.awakeningzone.com

The International Radio Network for Empowered Awakening

If you would like to receive the weekly Show Schedule via email, just click here to sign up. It’s easy!
And be sure to browse through the Archives for plenty of amazing and entertaining shows on many different topics.
The Animal Code
With host Asia Voight
Thursday, September 20
Guest: Denise Krotchta
Thursday, October 18
Guest: Kate Bernhardt
Astrodoc
With hosts Dr. Douglas Davies &
Linda Benyo Hoppe
Check the Awakening Zone Calendar
Breath of Life
With hosts Norma Delaney &
Garret Annofsky
Wednesday, September 19
Sunday, October 7
Wednesday, October 17
Bright Light
With host Dee Wallace
Monday, August 27
Monday, September 3
Monday, September 10
Monday, September 17
Monday, September 24
The Clear Vibration
With host Joe Rumbolo
Monday, August 30
Guest: Ondrej Zouhar
Monday, September 6
Guest: Geoffrey Hoppe
Thursday, November 1
Guest: Dr. Bruce Lipton

Come il Vento
Ospitato da Enrico Madrigano &
Graziella Pesce
Martedì, 28 agosto
Ospite: Andrea Sola
Conversation at the Cutting Edge
With host Sandie Sedgbeer
Thursday, August 30
Guest: Lee Harris
Thursday, September 6
Thursday, September 13
Guest: Marie D Jones
Conversations with Jim Self
With host Jim Self
Check the Awakening Zone Calendar
Cosmic Particles
With host Dr Meg Blackburn Losey
Wednesday, August 29
Guest: Glynis McCants
The Crimson Circle Show
With hosts Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe
Saturday, October 6
Guest: Adamus Saint-Germain
Saturday, November 11
Guest: Adamus Saint-Germain
Saturday, December 1
Guest: Adamus Saint-Germain

The Dr. Elizabeth Show
With host Dr. Elizabeth Lambaer
Wednesday, August 29
Guest: Julian Michael
The D-Spot
With host Kelly Sullivan Walden
Monday, August 27
Guest: Dawson Church
Monday, September 3
Guest: Dr. Dwight Webb
Monday, September 10
Guest: Jack Stephens
Monday, September 17
Guest: Listener Call-in
Monday, September 10
Guest: Justina Lasley
Feeling Good
With host Marisa Calvi
Wednesday, August 31
Guest: Jann Morgann
Wednesday, September 9
Wednesday, October 14
Wednesday, November 11
Frissito (Refreshment)
A házigazdák Alfred Halasz & Timea Thomazy
Kedd, augusztus 28
Vendégek: Kuthumi lal Singh
Vasárnap, szeptember 23

Czas Tworzenia (Time of Creation)
Goszczony przez Vie Pallé Oraz Iwona Wirkus
Niedziela, 02 września
Back to Index
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AWAKENING ZONE
The Great Shift
With host Kahu Fred Sterling
Thursday, August 30
Thursday, September 6
Thursday, September 13
Thursday, September 20
Thursday, September 27

The Light Lounge
With hosts Steve & Barbara Rother
& Meg Adamson-Gour
Check the Awakening Zone Calendar

Heart Sight
With host Nina Impala
Friday, September 14
Friday, October 12
Friday, November 9

Środa, 12 września
Środa, 10 października

Helen & Ontwaken (Healing &
Awakening)
Mit hosts Dr. Eppe Kaizer & Nelleke Kaizer
Dinsdag 04 september
Hispanoamerica en Sintonía
con el Shoud
Sábado 1 septiembre
Invitado: Adamus Saint-Germain
Sábado 6 octubre
Invitado: Adamus Saint-Germain
InnerSpeak Soul Adventures
With host Jean Adrienne
Tuesday, August 28
Guest: Peter Fairfield
Journeys with Jonette
With host Jonette Crowley
Check the Awakening Zone Calendar
Kendini Seç (Choose Yourself)
Ev sahibi ile Deniz Sertbarut
Çarşamba 29 Ağustos
La Nueva Revoluciónç
Latinoamericana
Con los anfitriones Roberto & Silvia Mendoza
Domingo, 9 septiembre
Domingo, 14 octubre
Domingo, 11 noviembre
Domingo, 9 diciembre

Мы Есмь Галактический Человек
(We are Galactic Beings)
Larisa Artamanova

New Beginnings
With host Lee Carroll
Check the Awakening Zone Calendar
New Consciousness Review
With host Miriam Knight
Friday, August 31
Guest: Stephen Olsson
NEW Potentials
With host David McMaster
Check the Awakening Zone Calendar
Pleiadian Tools for SelfRealization
With host Christine Day
Monday, September 3
Monday, September 17
Monday, October 1
Monday, October 15

Polskie Tlumaczenia Shoudu
Goszczony prezez Lukas Salek
Sobota, 04 październik
Gość: Adamus Saint-Germain
Pure Presence – Aligning to Self
With host Suzy Miller
Friday, September 7
Friday, September 21
Friday, October 5
Friday, October 19
Pure Presence – All About the Kids
With host Suzy Miller
Friday, August 31
Friday, September 28
Friday, October 26
Friday, November 30
Friday, December 28
Radio Ahmyo – Ny Bevidsthed
Med værter Anne Maribo & Finn Andersen
Onsdag, 12 September
Gæst: Jill Dahl
Soluciones para un Planeta Pequeño
Con los anfitriones Pepper Lewis
e Pablo Morano
Miércoles, 29 de agosto
Solutions for a Small Planet
With host Pepper Lewis
Wednesday, August 29
Sunday Healing Service
With host Kahu Fred Sterling
Sunday, September 2
Sunday, September 9
Sunday, September 16
Sunday, September 23
Sunday, September 30
Visiones Multidimensionales
(Multidimensional Insights)
Con los anfitriones Hilda Diaz
y Norma Isabel Ojeda
Revise el calendario Awakening Zone

Advanced Studies Classes taught by Certified Teachers – click here for information
NEW ENERGY SYNCHROTIZE™
Bad Honnef, Germany
August 30-September 2, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Brise Baulitz &
Gerd Heesen
Bogotá, Colombia
October 12-15, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Hilda Lucía Díaz
(Shaztia)

DREAMWALKER
ASCENSION TRANSITIONS
™

Dalkeith, Western Australia
September 12-14, 2012
Presented by certified teacher: Liliana Tough-Wojciechowska

DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS

Denver, Colorado, USA
September 1-3, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Paul Cook
Vienna, Austria
September 10-12, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Angelika Ruppert
Medellin, Colombia
September 21-23, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Malu Gaxiola and
Raiza Preziuso

Fort Collins, Colorado USA
September 21-23, 2012
Presented by certified teacher David McMaster

Berlin, Germany
October 5-7, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Sandra
Heuschmann

Lewes, East Sussex, England
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Kay von Randow

Johnson City, Tennessee USA
October 12-14, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Joep “Youp” Claessens

Geneva, Switzerland
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Herbert Eichenberger

Budapest, Hungary
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Kata Szénasi and
Erno van Doesselaar

Krakow, Poland
November 16-18, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Liliana ToughWojciechowska

Ikast, Denmark
November 2-4, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Anne Soevang

Warszawa, Poland
November 23-25, 2012
Presented by certified teacher: Liliana Tough-Wojciechowska

Penticton, BC, Canada
November 2-4, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Dr. Roland
Guenther and Sanjara Omoniyi

DREAMWALKER™ BIRTH
TRANSITIONS

Munich, Germany
August 31–September 2, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Angelika Ruppert
Lelystad, Flevoland, The Netherlands
September 14-16, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Kata Szénasi and
assisting teacher Erno van Doesselaar
Munich, Germany
October 5-7, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Angelika Ruppert
Lelystad, Flevoland, Netherlands
October 4-7, 2012
Kata Szenasi (English)
Köniz, Berne, Switzerland
November 23-25, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Heidi Stäheli

Krakow, Poland
November 9-11, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Liliana ToughWojciechowska
Wolfsburg, Germany
November 16-18, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Maria Rebhahn
Bucharest, Romania
November 23-25, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Lucieta Gavril

ASPECTOLOGY® SCHOOL

Geneva, Switzerland
October 12-14, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Jutta Bosch
Drammen, nearby Oslo, Norway
November 16-18, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Evy Finjord
Heggelund and Eva Storrusten

DISCOVERING YOUR PASSION
Szczecin area, Poland
September 15-16, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Iwona Wirkus

Munich, Germany
September 29-30, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Ulrike Hellgardt-Lent
Heidelberg, Germany
October 13-14, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Maria Rebhahn
Munich, Germany
October 20-21, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Angelika Ruppert

SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL
Vienna, Klosterneuburg, Austria
September 3-5, 2012
Presented by the certified teachers Ulrike
Hellgardt-Lent and Anne Soevang

Bucharest, Romania
September 7-9, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Costinel Floricel
and Georgeta Blanaru (Gratia)
Mount Helena, WA, Australia
September 14-16, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Yvonne Bost and
Petra Webstein
Maidenhead, Berkshire, England
September 15-17, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Nataša Babnik and
Edward Sharp
Tampere, Finland
September 21-23, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Eijamaria Broholm
and Reetta Lappalainen

Vienna, Austria
September 14-16, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Bettina Maria
Weigel Andersen

Szczecin, Poland
September 21-23, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Iwona Wirkus and
Vie Pallè

Warsaw, Poland
September 28-30, 2012
Presented by certified teacher Iwona Wirkus

Copenhagen, Denmark
September 21-23, 2012
Presented by the certified teachers Anne Soevang
and Jean Pascal Danos

Back to Index
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Advanced Studies Classes taught by Certified Teachers, cont’d – click here for information
Brasov, Romania
September 21-23, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Anca Cristina
Apostol and Florin Mandiuc

Dublin, Ireland
September 28-30, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Angelika Ruppert
and Vie Pallé

Heidelberg, Germany
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Maria Rebhahn
and Ulrike Nitzsche

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania USA
September 21-23, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Ann Plantier and
Clemens Federowicz

Denver, Colorado, USA
October 7-9, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Paul Cook and
Sue Loves

Zurich, Switzerland
October 19-21, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Rosmarie Lotmar
and Heidi Stäheli

Bergen, Norway
September 28-30, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Evy Finjord
Heggelund and Ove Mikal Kallestad

Salt Lake City, Utah
October 12-14, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Heather Teach
and Michael Larson

Neuenstadt (near Heilbronn), Germany
October 26-28, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Jessie Jandt and
Karin Hoyer

Ebeltoft, Jutland, Denmark
September 28-30, 2012
Presented by the certified teachers Bettina Maria
Weigel Andersen and Anne Soevang

Gröbenzell, near Munich, Germany
October 12-14, 2012
Presented by certified teachers Dagmar
Wollenweber and Ulrike Hellgardt-Lent

CLICK ICONS TO WATCH CLASS INTRO VIDEOS
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SPECIAL TOPICS
10-10-10 Adamus in Berlin
2011: Intense and Personal
2012: Deliverance
Adamus: Unleashed in Sedona
Addictions
Ancestral Karma
Aspectology
The Beauty of Life
Biological Rejuvenation
Body-Mind Integration
Body of Consciousness
Chaos
Conspiracies
Dei Un Gnost
Depression
Dreams
DreamWalker for Pets
Energy In Motion
The Energy of Food
The Energy of Music
The Evolution of Gaia
Fields of Potentials
The High Definition Life
Kuthumi & Adamus in Rome
Living Ascension
Mental Imbalance
Mormons & Other Spiritual Families
New Consciousness
The New Earth
New Earth Update
New Energy Business
New Energy Education
On Death & Dying
Out of the Box
Pets
Probabilities & Potentials
The Quantum Leap
Relationships
Re-Order Your Reality
Reunion
Rising to Freedom
Sacred Geometry
Soul Encounter
Sovereign One
The 13th Strand
Time, Space & Measurement Systems
What Lies Ahead
What on Earth
Yes, I Am Enlightened
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INTENSIVES
The Alchemy of Light & Dark
Angels & Aliens
Atlantis & the Wound of Isis
Midsummer Conference 2010 - Munich
Midsummer Conference 2011 - Santa Fe
Moving Stuck Energy
Mysteries of Love
The Oslo Sessions
Sounds of the Soul
Time Travels
Tobias Returns to Israel
PERSONAL STUDY COURSES
Discovering Your Passion
DreamWalker Birth
Expanding Your Intuition
Interdimensional Living
Journey of the Angels
New Energy Synchrotize
Standard Technology
What's Missing?
MUSIC
Seven Seals
Call To Awaken
Opening Into Consciousness
FREE
Adamus on Japan
Chemia –FREE
Death & the Astral Realms - FREE
Drama - FREE
Do You Remember? –FREE
It Doesn’t Matter
Letter to Awakening Humans - FREE
Sedona Tri-Channel
SES Intro
Silent Prayer –FREE
The Darkness is Your Divinity - FREE
To the Messengers - FREE
Twelve Awakening Signs - FREE
Tobias & Kryon in Madrid - FREE
AWAKENING ZONE
Tuning In Again, Vol. 1
Tuning In Again, Vol. 2
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www.crimsoncircle.com

